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	If there is anything we have learned from our 25 years of writing computer

	concepts books, it is this: the landscape of computer education can change

	quickly, and it's our responsibility to try to anticipate it.

	The third edition of this text retains its comprehensive coverage, while decreasing the length, adding a separate Internet chapter, refining the hands-on Internet exercises, and implementing a coherent Web strategy.
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Microsoft ASP.NET 3.5: Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest enhancements in ASP.NET code name Orcas. ASP.NET continues to be an important application platform that delivers a simplified, high-performance, and powerful Web development experience. Building on your familiarity with the Microsoft .NET Framework and Microsoft Visual C#®, you can...
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Young People, Learning and Storytelling (Palgrave Studies in Alternative Education)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the lives of young people through the lens of storytelling. Using extensive qualitative and empirical data from young people’s conversations following storytelling performances in secondary schools in the UK, the author considers the benefits of stories and storytelling for learning and the subsequent emotional,...
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Learning Java Functional ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create robust and maintainable Java applications using the functional style of programming


	About This Book

	
		Explore how you can blend object-oriented and functional programming styles in Java
	
		Use lambda expressions to write flexible and succinct code
	
		A tutorial that...
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Real-Life Math: Everyday Use of Mathematical ConceptsGreenwood Press, 2002
"What does this have to do with real life?" is a question that plagues mathematics teachers across America, as students are confronted with abstract topics in their high school mathematics courses. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics emphasizes the importance of making real world connections in teaching mathematics so that...
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An Approach to Modelling Software Evolution ProcessesSpringer, 2009
An Approach to Modelling Software Evolution Processes describes formal software processes that effectively support software evolution. The importance and popularity of software evolution increase as more and more successful software systems become legacy systems. For one thing, software evolution has become an important characteristic in...
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Command Line Fundamentals: Learn to use the Unix command-line tools and Bash shell scriptingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master shell basics and Unix tools and discover easy commands to perform complex tasks with speed 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn why the Bash shell is widely used on Linux and iOS
	
			Explore advanced shell concepts, such as pipes and redirection
	
			Understand how to use...
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